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‘The gendered dynamics of armed conflict and political violence’, in Fiona Clark and Caroline Moser (eds), (2001) *Victims, Perpetrators or Actors?*


'Vilken slags feminism framkallas av krig?' (2014) in Sandell, Kerstin, Maja Sager and Nora Rathzel (eds) *Kritiska gemenskaper: art skriva feministisk och postkolonial vetenskap*, published by Genusvetenskapliga Institutionen, Lund University, Sweden. Adapted from the online article <openDemocracy.net/5050/cynthia-cockburn/what-kind-of-feminism-does-war-provoke/140223>


Forthcoming chapters:

In Altinay and Peto, *Gendered Wars, Gendered Memories*

In Shahrzad Mojab, *Marxist Feminist Keywords*